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2021 Incoming President’s Message

Julian Robb
Craige Jenkins Liipfert & Walker LLP, Winston-Salem

North Carolina’s temporary remote notary statute has been
extended to December 31, 2021, but a bill is being drafted to permit
permanent remote online notarizing in North Carolina. If passed,
this statute would significantly change transactional practice in
North Carolina by making permanent the ability of a North
Carolina notary to notarize remotely and electronically the signing
of a principal located anywhere in the United States. I have
summarized the most salient points of the revised statute below:
1. IN PERSON. The new bill expands the definition of “in
the presence of” to include interacting with another
individual by means of communication technology or
electronic device.
2. TRANSBOUNDARY. The new bill would allow remote
notarizing in North Carolina for principals signing
anywhere in the United States, so long as the remote notary
was located in North Carolina. The principal can sign
anywhere. There is no express prohibition in the new bill
against a principal signing outside of the United States.
3. IDENTIFYING THE INDIVIDUAL. According to the
new bill, the remote online Notary shall use “identity
proofing” to help confirm the identification of the
individual. This “identity proofing” would be done with the
help of third-party vendors.
continued on next page

About Julian
Julian is a partner with Craige Jenkins Liipfert
& Walker LLP in Winston-Salem. He was
educated at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and Wake Forest University
School of Law. He was admitted to the North
Carolina State Bar in 1998. His practice areas
include Residential and Commercial Real
Estate, and he is Board certified by the North
Carolina State Bar in Residential and
Commercial Real Estate Transactions. He has
served on several influential industry boards
and task forces.
His favorite "hobby" is keeping up with his
children and inventing creative and
convincing answers to their many questions.
His favorite Winston-Salem landmark is Old
Salem. In an increasingly modern city, Old
Salem remains a surprising, beautiful
reminder of the city’s long history.
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"Identity proofing" refers to a process or service through which a third person provides the Notary public with a
means to verify the identity of an individual through review of personal information from public or proprietary
data sources. Examples of identity proofing include, but are not limited to, dynamic knowledge-based
authentication, device-based identity verification, and biometric verification.
“Dynamic knowledge-based authentication” means a process to identify a person based upon questions likely to
be known only by the person and that has at least the following security characteristics:
a. The person is presented with five or more questions with a minimum of five possible answer choices per
question.
b. Each question is drawn from a third-party provider of public and proprietary data sources and is
identifiable to the person’s social security number or other identification information, or the person’s
identity and historical events records.
c. Responses to all questions are made within a two-minute time constraint.
d. The person answers a minimum of 80 percent of the questions correctly.
e. The person may be offered an additional attempt in the event of a failed first attempt.
f. During any second attempt, the person is not be presented with more than three questions from the prior
attempt.
4. THIRD PARTY VENDORS. The new bill requires a remote online notary, when applying for a remote online
notary commission, to “identify the communication technologies the notary intends to use” without including
any provision for updating that identification.
5. PROCEDURE. According to the new bill, before performing remote online notarial acts, a Notary must first:
a. register with the Secretary of State;
b. identify the credential analysis and identity proofing technologies the Notary public intends to use;
c. provide proof of successful completion of a course of instruction of least two hours approved by the
Secretary of State and successful passing of an examination of this course,
6. RECORDS. According to the new bill, a Notary public who performs a remote online notarial act shall maintain
a journal of each remote online notarial act and shall retain the journal for at least 10 years after the last remote
online notarial act chronicled in the journal.
7. LIABILITY. The initial draft of the bill assigned liability to third party vendors that failed to meet the required
standards, or to otherwise maintain the security of a transaction or properly establish the identity of a party where
the services of the vendor had been used in substantial accordance with the reasonable instructions of the vendor
of such services. The most recent draft of the bill changes this and assigns liability for an unlawful remote online
notarization rest to the Notary public. The new bill also gives any “aggrieved person” the right to challenge a
document recorded under remote online notarizing.
RELANC agrees that there is an obvious benefit and purpose to remote online notarizing, but we also have concerns
with both the mechanics of the new bill and its implications. Specifically:
1. RECORDING. As things currently stand, we must look several places to piece together whether a remotely
notarized document is a) recordable and b) effective. Right now, it is clear that we cannot record and rely on a
document notarized by a Virginia remote online notary. This bill should either make it clear that the full faith
and credit language we currently have extends to remote online notarizations or say that only North Carolina
remote online notarizations can be recorded and relied upon. We would strongly lean towards only allowing NC
RON.
continued on next page
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGIES. The new bill requires that the remote online notary has to
“identify the communication technologies the notary intends to use” but it is not clear if the remote online notary
has to do that prior to each individual remote online notarial act or if the remote online notary only has to identify
the communication technologies the remote online notary intends to use prior to receiving the notary’s remote
online notary commission. This should be a more flexible requirement, to allow the remote online notary to
update his or her communication technologies and give the remote online notary more options in choosing
communication technologies.
3. LIABILITY. A savings clause was added to the new bill, giving an aggrieved person the right to challenge a
remote online notarized document without rendering the document automatically invalid. I understand the
general need for a savings clause, but what is troubling about this savings clause is that it gives an aggrieved
person the right to challenge the record without assigning liability to the vendor that performed the identity
proofing and it implies that a remote online notarial act is more susceptible to automatic invalidation than an ink
or electronic notarization. I do not know if there is a clear answer to this problem, but I would like clarification
on why this provision is being added on top of the standards and remedies already available in 10B-60.
4. THE ROLE OF THE VENDORS. I initially thought that the vendors would play a passive role in North
Carolina real estate transactions, providing credential analysis and knowledge-based authentication in support of
the attorney notary. But that is not how some vendors’ business models work. For some vendors, once the
principal clears the identification hurdles on the vendor’s platform the principal does not get sent to the attorney
notary, the principal gets sent to a random notary, who, I assume, is physically located in North Carolina and
who then notarizes the closing documents with the principal. Other vendors give the attorney control over the
signing process but if the vendors intend to replace the attorney’s role at closing then we obviously have a
significant problem with this bill. It is axiomatic that North Carolinians benefit significantly by having their
attorney explain to them at closing not only what they are signing but also the benefits and burdens of real
property ownership in North Carolina.
I do think there is an obvious benefit to attorneys and to their clients in having remote online notarization, but in addition
to concerns of abuse (by vendors) and fraud (by principals), this is the issue that should most concern us: in the name of
convenience for consumers and modernization of closing methods this bill is making it easier for laypeople to close real
estate transactions in North Carolina. We have been working with the different stakeholders on this issue and have
agreed that the following language should be inserted into the bill:
“(a) Nothing in this article shall be construed to alter or supersede the law as set forth under Chapter 84 of the
North Carolina General Statutes or any opinion or ruling by the North Carolina State Bar, a Court of
Jurisdiction in North Carolina pertaining to the unauthorized practice of law in this state, including, but not
limited to, the requirement that a licensed North Carolina attorney shall supervise a real estate closing and
perform any and all services defined as the practice of law for real property located in this state.
(b) A remote online notary public who is not a licensed North Carolina attorney shall be prohibited from
rendering services or advice that constitutes the practice of law in this state.”
No other attorney state in this country has yet to adopt a permanent remote online notary statute. It may happen in North
Carolina, and we will work to ensure that any RON bill that passes is the best one for North Carolina consumers, North
Carolina attorneys, and North Carolina title companies.

I look forward to continued communication with you, our members, on
this important topic.

Julian Robb
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2021 Annual Meeting
via Zoom

Annual Meeting Report
Thank you to everyone who attended the 2021
Annual Meeting, hosted via Zoom for over 70
participants, our largest meeting to date.
The meeting began with a welcome from incoming
President Julian Robb, noting the significance of a
new format and new decade for RELANC. It is our
sincere hope that this format, while stellar in terms of
travel savings and ability to host speakers from across
the country, is a temporary measure. (Framing our
Zoom window in a Pinehurst Resort staircase, shown
at right, seems fitting.)
Treasurer Sal Balsamo presented financial
information as well as a COVID-proofed budget for
the coming year, noting that membership remains
critical to both our relevance in the General
Assembly as well as our solvency. Remind your
colleagues that despite COVID conditions persisting,
RELANC is a visible presence and communicates
regularly with key legislators via Jim Harrel and
other vocal members, discussing matters related to
your work.
To close the organizational management section of
the meeting, we welcomed remarks from outgoing
President Ken Gwynn, including the presentation of
new officers and directors for 2020. The officers are
identified on page 5 of this newsletter, with profiles
of the newest directors, Tom Holt of Chapel Hill and
Bryant Webster of Black Mountain, on page 6.
Thank you so much to Past President Jim Arges of
Durham and Director Michael Thompson of
Hendersonville, who are completing their terms.
Further discussions led by Julian Robb focused on
our most recent efforts regarding RON in North
Carolina including committee work and negotiations
in progress. You will find the substance of this
conversation in his President’s Message on pages 1-3
of this newsletter.

comfort and structure of an indoor space, whether that space
is your conference room, your clients’ kitchens, or
somewhere in between. Ideally, there are two pathways a
practitioner may pursue towards this end; we began with a
focus on three independent elements which support your
closing transaction.
First, Tom Cronkright presented CertifID, a real-time
identity verification platform used to authenticate parties in
a transaction and securely transfer bank account
information. He was followed by Nicole Booth of
Notarize.net, a notary public platform that allows clients to
have documents legally notarized online and which now has
a “bring your own” notary option that may be of use to
North Carolina attorneys operating under COVID-initiated
temporary EVN (electronic video notary) rules. These preclosing and mid-closing offerings were followed by Jennifer
Vaughn, sharing how iTracs can support your post-closing
operations by providing escrow accounting services such as
daily or monthly three-way reconciliations, alerts,
monitoring, and management of a positive-pay system.
After these three a-la-carte options, we observed
demonstrations by two vendors providing full-service
platforms. Phil Reichers of Pavaso and Kate Archer of
Qualia led the group through drive-through demonstrations
and questions and answers to support those of you seeking a
turn-key or comprehensive solution and are open to
adjusting your workflow and back-office operations.

As preamble to our featured vendor presenters, we
took part in a CLE presented by Jon Biggs on the
topic of preparedness for e-Closings, for which
technology CLE credit has been requested.

As has become custom, we closed our day together with a
conversation led by our lobbying partner in Raleigh, Jim
Harrell. RELANC has been identified as the 8 th most
effective lobby in the state in no small part due to his
dedicated and nuanced advocacy.

The overall theme of this year’s meeting was
bringing closings out of the COVID-inspired parking
lots and cul-de-sacs of 2020 and back into the relative

We hope that all who attended and more will join us in
Pinehurst, NC on Saturday February 19, 2022.
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2020 & 2021 Sponsors

The 2021 Virtual Annual Meeting incurred limited expenses
because of the online platform. As a result, 2021 corporate
sponsorship was not pursued. These supporters participated
in the work of RELANC in 2020 and we hope to see them
again in 2022.

2021 Leadership
President: Julian Robb, Winston Salem
Vice Chair: Randy Herman, Raleigh
Secretary: Marc Garren, Fuquay-Varina
Treasurer: Sal Balsamo, Charlotte
Immediate Past President: Ken Gwynn

Robb

Directors: Dick Archie, Kinston; Sarah Bowman, Asheville;
Michael Burt, Charlotte; Michael Gorenflo, West End; Ken
Gwynn, Raleigh; Elizabeth Harrison, Raleigh; JC Hearne,
Wilmington; Casey J. Heim, Raleigh; Randy Herman, Raleigh;
Tom Holt, Chapel Hill֍; Ben Kuhn, Raleigh; Daniel Portone,
Charlotte; Julian Robb, Winston-Salem; Chris Salyer, Fayetteville;
Bryant Webster, Black Mountain֍. ֍ New for 2021

Archie

RELANC

Balsamo

Garren

Gorenflo

Heim

Herman

Kuhn

Portone

Save the Date: Annual Meeting Feb 19, 2022
Pinehurst Resort

Bowman
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NEW DIRECTORS FOR 2021
Bryant Webster
Stone & Christy, P.A.
Black Mountain

Tom Holt
Bagwell, Holt, Smith, P.A.
Chapel Hill

Bryant graduated from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1991, majoring
in English and Political Science. He is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa. Bryant earned
his law degree, with Honors, from the UNC
School of Law in 1994. Bryant practiced
law in Durham, NC with the firm of Poe,
Hoof & Reinhardt from 1994 until moving
to Buncombe County in 1996.

A native of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Thomas
R. Holt attended Davis & Elkins College in
West Virginia earning a bachelor’s degree
in sociology in 1980. After several years
working in the field of social work, he
attended The University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill School of Law. He earned his
Juris Doctor degree in 1990.
Mr. Holt has been with Bagwell Holt Smith
P.A. for over 25 years. His practice is
concentrated in residential and commercial
real estate transactions and works primarily
from the Southern Village office.

Outside of work, Bryant has served on the
Pisgah Legal Services Hotline since 1997
and received the 2015 William Thorp Pro
Bono Award for his provision of free legal
services to low-income clients. He has
been President of the Daniel Boone
Council of the Boy Scouts. In addition, he
has been an officer of The Grand Lodge of
Ancient, Free and Accepted Masons of
North Carolina for eight years, and in
2016 served as Grand Master of Masons in
North Carolina.

When not working, Mr. Holt enjoys
spending time with his family, fishing, and
fiercely following the Tar Heels. He also is
committed to devoting time to community
service, and sits on the board of directors of
the Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.
Mr. Holt participates in and is a co-sponsor
of the annual Fix-a-Home service project
facilitated by the Greater Chapel Hill
Association of Realtors. He is a volunteer
with the North Carolina Lawyer Assistance
Program of the North Carolina State Bar
and was the recipient of the 2013 Chief
Justices LAP Award.

Bryant and his family attend Biltmore
Church in Arden, where he and his wife
teach a children’s connect group. In his
free time, Bryant enjoys running, reading,
farming, and working outdoors.
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Cyber-fraud Insurance CLE
Wednesday, April 14
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Register at www.relanc.com

RELANC Membership Information: How to Join Us!
RELANC has positively impacted your law practice over the past 10 years. Whether you attended a
webinar, conference, CLE, or paid your annual membership to support our critical legislative work, you and
RELANC’s 500+ other members have had a dedicated voice in the NC general assembly, fighting to protect
your clients’ property rights as well as advocating for the safety and security of the closing transaction.
In 2021, RELANC continues to be concerned about the impact of COVID on the practice of real estate law
in North Carolina. E-Notary services, RON and RIN will continue to be a focus of our lobbyist Jim Harrell's
efforts in the NC General Assembly. We also continue to actively monitor, research, document, and report
situations of the Unauthorized Practice of Law (UPL), as they are shared with us.

When you join RELANC, you are not just paying dues, you are paying attention.
Are you eligible to join? Membership is limited to NC-licensed attorneys practicing commercial or
residential real estate law as well as NC-licensed attorneys employed by title entities conducting business
here.

Click here to Join Now:
https://relanc.com/membership-payment/
You may request an e-invoice at a link found on the above-referenced web site or send a check to RELANC
at 4711 Hope Valley Road, Ste. 4F-132, Durham, NC 27707 containing the NC State Bar number and name
of the potential member. If you have questions or wish to provide your credit card information by phone,
please contact RELANC at (844) 4RELANC. RELANC is a 501(c)6 organization.
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Cyber Insurance:Avoiding the Cyber-Fraud “I Told You So”

Jonathan Biggs, Investors Title

What are four most hated words in the English language? Some might say it is, “We have to talk,” as uttered by your spouse, your
child, or at work. Nothing good ever follows this warning sign. Others might say that the most hated words are “I told you so.” You
may not be able to prevent, “We have to talk,” You can, however, at least in some cases, prevent the dreaded, “I told you so.”

We have to talk . . . About Cyber-fraud
In a recent television commercial, you may have seen “settlers who settle for cable” rather than opt for the presumably
technologically superior digital satellite television entertainment. These “settlers” may assume that being so presumably far off-grid
protects them from digital threats. Some of these recent commercials even suggest that you cannot order a good pizza unless you are
“on the grid.” In today’s world of digital communication and electronic conveniences, it would be nearly impossible to imagine
representing a client in a real estate closing without communicating with them, the bank, and numerous others electronically.
Since you are holding sensitive information and communicating such information over the internet, you are a target for cyber-fraud.
This is important enough to repeat. You are not an innocent bystander to cyber-fraud; YOU PERSONALLY ARE A TARGET.
For the purposes of this discussion, I am going to assume that you are “on the grid” and aware of this status as a target. As such,
have you invested in technology to protect you from cyber-fraud? This includes email encryption, firewalls, antivirus protection,
malware protection, updated software --- many things that Information Technology (IT) professionals recommend, and ALTA Best
Practices require.

If not, you need to talk … to the following people:



Call your trusted IT Professional because you are attempting to exist in this digital world like one of the “Settlers” on
television. Envision one of those “Settlers” starting to climb their windmill with lightning striking all around – that is you.
Call your insurance agent because… well, keep reading to understand the importance of this second call.

Envision driving down a crowded one-way street in the wrong direction with the other vehicles trying to hit you. You are a target for
cyber criminals; you need insurance protection. It is not a matter of “IF,” it is a matter of “WHEN.”

Talk to yourself. . . do I even need cyber-fraud insurance?
First, understand the exposure that you already have. For example, if you do not have a car, then you do not need automobile
insurance. If you do not think that you need cyber-fraud insurance, answer the following two “Yes/No” questions:
 Do you have a computer?
 Do you have a cell phone?
If you answered “Yes” to either of these questions, then you need cyber-fraud insurance. It is that simple.

Okay, talk to me… about what cyber-fraud is; what coverage do I need?
Cyber-fraud is a term encompassing many types of fraud. It is often confused and identified with each of its sub-classes and used
interchangeably. In short, cyber-fraud is a crime or theft committed using digital access to or through a computer or computer
network (including phones). The types of liability for a cyber-fraud differ in terms of what is being stolen.
1. When Data or Information is stolen, the type of liability you have and the type of insurance that you need is referred to as
Cyber Liability/Data Breach insurance coverage.
2. When Money is stolen, the type of liability you have and the type of insurance you need is referred to as Crime Insurance
or Cyber Theft Insurance coverage.
In both instances the crime or theft is usually perpetrated through some form of digital access, and therefore lumped into the same
cyber-fraud term, but the insurance coverages are substantially different.

Let’s talk about … (1) Stolen Data & Cyber Liability / Data Breach Insurance
We have all read about the big breaches at Sony, Target, Home Depot, JP Morgan Chase, and other high profile cyber-breaches. You
may be tempted to assume, “We do not have that much data; we are not at risk.” This self-soothing rationalization provides little
comfort when your number is up, and you experience a cyber-breach. Remember, you are a target!
continued on next page
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You have, and must protect, your clients’ non-public personal information (NPI), which first appeared on the regulatory scene in GrammLeach-Bliley in 1999. The concept of keeping secrets is much older and the bedrock of our trusted profession. In short, we must keep the
secrets of our clients confidential and free from public or even private release. As with all endeavors, there is an ever-increasing risk that
the procedures and protocols that we put into place yesterday will not survive the constant barrage of new threats today.
The cyber-breach fraud can be perpetrated many ways, including the following:
• Gaining credentials (login and password) for access to a computer network that contains NPI;
• Intercepting un-encrypted or improperly encrypted communication containing NPI;
• Improper disposal of NPI or
• Sharing NPI with a source that is believed to be trusted (but is not); and many more…
The Cyber Liability or Data Breach Insurance coverage protects you in many of the following ways in the event of a data breach:
• Defends civil or regulatory actions filed against you
• Monitors clients for ID theft
• Provides research /information if governmental agency investigates
• Pays damages to third parties if you lose
• Determines cause of the data breach and extent of loss
• Restores data corrupted by a data breach
• Notifies clients in the event of a data breach
Ask about the specific coverage provided in these areas; they are not always included and may have separate limitations. The cost of data
breaches is rising for companies and law firms. According to a study recently conducted by the Ponemon Institute (and paid for by IBM)
the average cost of a data breach is now $154 per record lost or stolen (or believed lost or stolen). These direct costs include employing
IT professionals to repair the breach, investigating the cause, setting up hotlines for clients, and offering credit monitoring for victims.
This number does not include the soft and often hard to measure costs to the firm due to a damaged reputation from adverse press.
Remember, a lot of people began moving their business to Lowes when Home Depot got hit even though they were not directly affected.
To be objective, the Ponemon Institute study left out the “mega-breaches” (like Home Depot and Target) from this number because those
high-profile breaches cost more than twice as much per customer than the number stated above. This study also concluded that
information allowing the criminal to steal someone’s identity was much more valuable to the criminal than merely an account number or
credit card number. You may not have a credit card number in your file, but you have numerous clients’ home loan credit applications,
which is a treasure trove of NPI and a gateway to identity theft.
Do a little simple math to see whether you need insurance to protect YOU from a cyber-breach.
Amount Charged for a Closing
Less (Overhead Currently Incurred)
----------------------------------------------= Net Cash Flow (What You Thought You Made)
Less ($154 Per Person Involved in the Closing)*
-----------------------------------------------= Real Net Cash Flow after a Breach
(What You Actually Made – OR LOST – Per Closing)
* If you have a closing with a husband and wife on both the buy and the sell side, that is 4 X $154 or $616 per closing of potential risk.

It is important to note that all the protections that we discuss concerning cyber-fraud (encrypted email, firewalls, antivirus software)
protect you and your clients. This type of cyber-breach insurance protects YOU and YOUR BUSINESS.

Let’s talk about… (2) Stolen Money & Crime Insurance or Cyber Theft Insurance
Cyber-theft is what people generally think of when they think of cyber-fraud – someone stole MONEY from the trust account using the
internet; however, please remember that this is a separate and distinct flavor of cyber-fraud and needs to be explicitly covered by the
insurance policy. In most instances, this is covered by a Crime Insurance or Cyber Theft Insurance Policy.
Cyber-theft is a crime that involves a computer and/or network used to steal or misappropriate money and can originate inside or outside
of your firm. Generally, unauthorized access to credentials and passwords allows thieves to log into bank accounts as you, and transfer
funds to themselves. Many banks will not reimburse money lost this way. Cyber-theft Insurance will cover this scenario.
Determining coverage amounts for this type of cyber-fraud insurance is the most difficult because there are many factors to consider.
These factors include:
a)
What is my Average Daily Balance in the trust account?
b)
What is the Biggest Deal that I handle each year?
c)
How Much Money Flows Through the trust account in a day, month, or year?
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Much like your car insurance, you will probably not find it to be cost effective to buy as much cyber-fraud insurance as you need;
however, you will have to discuss these issues with your insurance agent. They may want to know what type of protections you have
in place (email encryption, firewalls, etc.). Much like if you have a burglar and fire alarm at your home, your insurance may be less
expensive. Fortunately, this type of insurance is becoming more widely utilized and part of larger pools so the underwriting is less
specific to you and more generally related to the industry. There is one additional factor to consider: the NC State Bar. If you suffer
– when you suffer -- a theft of funds due to cyber-theft, this coverage may engender patience rather than an immediate demand that
funds be restored to the trust account from your personal funds.

Let’ s talk about… getting tricked and Crime Insurance!
There is another flavor of cyber-fraud that falls into the crime insurance realm. It is called Social Engineering Fraud and is possibly
the most frustrating type of fraud prevalent today. In short, you are convinced through electronic means to send money (usually
seller’s proceeds) to the wrong place. That is right, the criminal sends you wiring instructions on where to send them the money and
you do it. Heck, you even pay the wiring fee to send it to them. Frustrating may not be strong enough, how about infuriating? In
these instances, the banks tell you that they did “exactly what you instructed them to do,” and they are not liable.
Here is how this works:
1. A fraudster intercepts a single or collection of unencrypted emails or mines data on the web.
2. Sufficient details of the sale are learned, including the names of the buyers / sellers or even the settlement statement.
3. The fraudster sends wiring instructions (or “revised” wiring instructions) that include a new ABA routing number and
account number and requests funds for the transaction. The email would generally come from a similar (but different)
sender's email address.
Example #1: realestatebroker@trustedfirm.com would be changed to realestatebroker.trustedfirm@gmail.com
Example #2: RealEstateBrokerName<<realestatebroker.trustedfirm@gmail.com>> would mask the true email address.
4. The email could be directed either to the buyer or closing attorney:
a. Buyers would be directed to wire funds (for closing or additional earnest money) to the fraudster, believing they are
complying with instructions from the realtor.
b. Closing attorney (YOU!) would be directed to wire the funds to the fraudster, believing that they are complying
with the instructions from the Seller.
The stories of Social Engineering Fraud are plentiful, and this is fertile ground for fraud right now. We have repeatedly regaled you
with stories of this type of fraud and steps to take to protect yourself and your client. Your colleagues are still being tricked!
Training your staff will only go so far; you need crime insurance coverage to protect you against this threat.

Let’s talk about … Cost
This coverage is generally tied to the number of employees in your firm. It is not determined by the number of people with access to
the trust account, but rather the number of people with access to a phone or computer – and that includes you. On average, for a firm
having a total of two to five people, you can generally count on these types of coverages costing you between $1,700 and $2,400 a
year or between $140 and $200 a month. Coverage will increase slightly with each additional employee; however, the cost per
additional employee goes down as the number of employees goes up. Why is it this expensive? Put simply, insurers are already
paying claims to your brethren who are compromised.

“I Told You So”
If you go back through your email for just the past week, you will see that you have probably avoided some attempt at cyber-fraud.
Someone emailed you about a bogus closing, wire, invoice, “gift” that you have won, racy picture, or long-lost relative leaving you a
windfall. We are almost numb to some of these attempts. In most cases, cyber-fraud is committed because we let the fraudster in the
house via these back doors. You know that you are a target. You have always known. Cyber-fraud Insurance is the next logical step,
we have just been trying to put off the cost as long as possible.
Unfortunately, we cannot avoid the phrase “I Told You So.” In this instance, it will come from one of two places. First, it can come
when you look in the mirror the day after a loss has occurred due to cyber-fraud. Second, it can come from your insurance agent
when he or she hands you a check to cover your loss, saying, “I told you that you would need this coverage.” If you are not covered
when you are compromised, you could be living like the “Settlers,” with the most modest and inexpensive way of life - and not by
your choice.
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INVESTORS TITLE STEPS UP YET AGAIN
During the 2020 Autumn CLE Conference, Investors Title once
again demonstrated its commitment to the NC real property attorney
through support of RELANC. Through the event, hosted online via
Zoom, over 500 attendees heard about RELANC and were able to visit
our dedicated vendor space.

Over the nine hours of the Investors Title virtual CLE, 30 new
members and 78 renewing members contributed to $20,000 in dues
revenue for RELANC. We are so grateful for this demonstration of
support that encouraged members to renew in a timely way.

Investors Title’s matching donation at that time exceeded $12,600 but
did not stop there: the matching campaign continued through February
2021 for new members and resulted in a net of $15,000 in matching
donations.

We continue to be grateful for Investors Title’s financial
contributions as well as the hours represented by volunteer service in
leadership on our Board of Directors.

